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This short monograph is in the form of a Springer Brief on Model-
Based Processing for Underwater Acoustic Arrays. The fundamentals of

array signal processing (Chap. 2), statistical signal processing, and model-

based processing (Chap. 3) are included, with a clear emphasis on model-

based Bayesian processing. The author describes the material in a lucid

manner, which can be comprehended by a wide range of readers including

graduate students. One of the intriguing features of this concise treatise is

a rigorous handling of the Kalman filter, the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound,

and Matched Field Processing within the Bayesian Framework (Chaps. 3

and 4). Indeed, it can be seen here that many model-based processing

tasks can be formulated as a Bayesian parameter estimation problem,

where the prior information is introduced in the form of a model.

In Chap. 4 the author thoroughly formulates the Kalman filter in

terms of the Bayesian filter by involving the Chapman-Kolmogorov equa-

tion as the prediction model, which reduces to Kalman’s update equation.

Since the Kalman filter is recursive, it represents an excellent example of

sequential Bayesian problems—wherein a recursive Bayesian filter takes

the previous posterior probability (step t-1) and reassigns it as the prior

probability (step t), once a new set of measurement data becomes avail-

able. Nonlinear cases and the unscented Kalman filter are also included.

Chapters 3 and 4 include detailed algorithms, which are useful in guiding

readers with their own implementation efforts. Given the author’s exper-

tise and long-time research experience in the field, this booklet should

find a wide readership.

After introducing the core concepts, the author presents several

applications in Chap. 5. One quite pragmatic chapter (Chap. 6) is about

Kalman filter tuning, testing, and assessing the quality of implemented

solutions when applying the material to real-life problems, so as to

improve performance.

This brief treatment allows the reader to absorb the author’s ideas

with minimal time investment, and as such, it should receive an audience

beyond that of the underwater community. The Bayesian probability com-

munity will find it useful as a means of broadening their understanding as

to how Bayesian probability theory can be applied in this research field.

This reviewer would like to recommend it to scientists, engineers, and

graduate students who are engaged in model-based processing for under-

water acoustic arrays in particular, and model-based array signal process-

ing in general.
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